
Universal Pilot Burner 

For Every Job, One Solution



Universal Pilot Burner
Introducing the Universal Pilot Burner from Honeywell.  
The days of replacing pilot burners with like-for-like  
products are over. 

This is going to be huge. It’s the one design that can be  
used on nearly any Honeywell pilot burner you’ll encounter.  
So you’ll be able to replace more pilots in less time, and 
you’ll be making your calls more profitable. 

Like-For-Like Replacements and 
Cleanings Have Left the Building

Until now, pilot replacement jobs  

have left contractors with two options —  

replace pilots with like-for-likeparts 

or clean the existing pilot — and 

neither option was ideal. 

Replacing pilot burners often required 

ordering a replacement and returning  

to install it later. This left customers  

without their needed pilot and you, 

the contractor, having to return and  

replace a pilot instead of doing more jobs. 

THE UnivERSal FiT
The Universal Pilot offers adjustable mounting options, flexible 

hood orientations and the accessories needed for replacement.  

You’ll have the right fit for almost every situation. 

THE CHOiCE FOR COnvEniEnCE
The universal fittings and compact size of the Universal Pilot 

means that instead of carrying a large inventory, contractors 

need only carry several Universal Pilots on their trucks to be 

prepared for almost any pilot job. 

THE TRUSTEd FlaME
The Universal Pilot was designed to replace nearly any Honeywell 

pilot you encounter — over 100, representing 80 percent of pilots 

used today. Like all Honeywell Universal Replacement Parts, it was 

created so you could do more and carry less. 



Honeywell Universal 
Replacement Parts

Look For the Blue U 

All Honeywell Universal 

Replacement Parts feature our 

blue U. This means they are 

designed to replace a large 

number of parts from one or 

more manufacturers. You’ll be 

ready to replace just about any 

part without carrying a large 

inventory. By relying on parts 

with the blue U, you’ll be able 

to do more and carry less.

Like-For-Like Replacements and 
Cleanings Have Left the Building

Until now, pilot replacement jobs  

have left contractors with two options —  

replace pilots with like-for-likeparts 

or clean the existing pilot — and 

neither option was ideal. 

Replacing pilot burners often required 

ordering a replacement and returning  

to install it later. This left customers  

without their needed pilot and you, 

the contractor, having to return and  

replace a pilot instead of doing more jobs. 

Cleaning the pilot takes just as long as 

installing a replacement, but it’s only a 

short-term fix that increases the likelihood 

of a needed callback. Plus, cleaning earns 

a fraction of the profits you can make 

from replacement. Every time you clean a 

pilot, you’re leaving money on the table. 

More Gigs, Less Equipment

The Universal Pilot was designed so you’ll 

always be confident you have the right 

part for the job. You won’t have to spend 

time cleaning old pilots or waiting for a 

replacement to arrive. You’ll be able to make 

the call, replace the pilot and move on to 

your next job. The Universal Pilot is loaded 

with features that make it the go-to pilot to 

stock in warehouses and on your truck. 

The Benefits of Stocking  
a Universal Line-up

The benefits of the Universal Pilot go 

beyond the contractor. Distributors can 

count on carrying an inventory that meets 

contractors’ needs, is in demand and turns 

over sooner. Rather than ordering parts 

as they’re needed, or trying to predict 

what parts you’ll need with no guarantee 

they will be used, you’ll have the right 

part for your contractors every time.

No Opening Acts, Just Headliners

The Universal Pilot is the clear choice to make 

pilots easier to stock, install and complete 

more jobs. Honeywell is making sure you’ll 

be able to meet the needs of your customers 

immediately and without the profit loss 

associated with just cleaning, instead of 

replacing, pilots. When you’re ready to start 

playing more gigs, with less equipment, 

contact your Honeywell representative, 

or visit customer.honeywell.com.

THE PROFiT dRivER
No more pilot cleanings or calling distributors and waiting for the 

right replacement pilot to arrive. The Universal Pilot is the right 

replacement pilot. Your jobs are done sooner and your profits grow.

THE TiME SavER
You can count on having the parts you need, solving your 

customers’ problems and maximizing your profit, all with one visit.

REGiOnal SKUs
The Universal Pilot family consists of four SKUs designed to 

meet the needs of various geographical regions. Your distributor 

will have the Universal Pilot that is right for your area.
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Find Out More
For more information on the  
Universal Pilot Burner, contact  
your Honeywell representative,  
call 1-800-328-5111 or visit  
customer.honeywell.com.  
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Universal Pilot Burner Replacement Guide
Universal  

Service Part
Q314U

Universal  
Service Part

Q345U

Universal  
Service Part

Q348U

Universal  
Service Part

Q3451U

Q314A3471 Q345A1008 Q348A1002 Q3451B1004

Q314A3513 Q345A1016 Q348A1010 Q3451B1079

Q314A3547 Q345A1024 Q348A1101 Q3451B1095

Q314A3679 Q345A1065 Q348A1226 Q3451B1103

Q314A3687 Q345A1107 Q348A1275 Q3451B1178

Q314A3703 Q345A1156 Q348A1333 Q3451B1186

Q314A3729 Q345A1305 Q348A1341 Q3451B1194

Q314A3737 Q345A1313 Q348AAA Q3451B1236

Q314A3802 Q345A1321 Q348AAB Q3451B1244

Q314A3828 Q345A1446 Q348U1009 Q3451B1301

Q314A4586 Q345A1701 Q3451B1707

Q314A6094 Q345A1750 Q3451B1715

Q314A6102 Q345A1818 Q3451B2002

Q314A6557 Q345A2030 Q3451B2010

Q314A6631 Q345A2055 Q3451B2036

Q314A6862 Q345A2196 Q3451B2044

Q314A6946 Q345A2360 Q3451B2077

Q314A6953 Q345A2386 Q3451B2085

Q314A6961 Q345A2402 Q3451B2101

Q314A9015 Q345A2816 Q3451B3018

Q314U1001 Q345A2824 Q3451B3026

Q350A1065 Q345AFA Q3451B3067

Q350A1222 Q345AFB Q3451B3083

Q350A1271 Q345AFK Q3451BF

Q350A1305 Q345AKB Q3451BK

Q350A1321 Q345ALA Q3451BL

Q350A1545 Q345ALB Q3451BL

Q350A1644 Q345U1005 Q3451K2002

Q350A1677 Q3451K2010

Q350A1859 Q3451K2028

Q350A1867 Q3451KF

Q350A2097 Q3451U1000

Q350A2212

Q350A2287

Follow us on Twitter:
@honeywellcpro

Scan here for installation 

and product information.

YouTube:
@honeywellcpro


